
CHAPTER 4 JOSHUA 4

STONES ARE FOR REMEMBERING
You understand, do you not, that to cross Jordan into Canaan does not mean to die and go the 

Heaven? It means to leave the wilderness of rebellion and wandering and struggling and 

defeat, and cross over into the Promised Land of rest and victory.

Notice: first rest, then victory. Rest is not just the result, it is the means.1  We overcome by 

resting in what God has accomplished. That is what Joshua did, and that is what we must do. 

God's instructions are explicit; if we would be the people who inherit the blessings of Canaan, 

we must follow the pattern.

The story of God's people establishing a bridgehead in Canaan is the story of the setting up of 

a memorial. And there are two monuments here, each built with twelve stones, so that all of 

the tribes are represented. One is on the land where they came up out of the riverbed, the other 

is "in the midst," where the priests stood with the Ark of the Covenant. One they saw, the 

other they remembered.

Twelve men carried stones from the middle of that miracle, and Joshua erected them at Gilgal, 

to remind generations to come how God had held back the water, as He had at the Red Sea. 

But that pillar pointed to the now covered one, the one for which Joshua had gathered the 

stones by himself.
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STONES ARE FOR REMEMBERING
Two monuments. The second speaks of the first. And so it is today. We have a Communion 

Table; we can see it and touch it, and partake of its elements. Every time that we do we 

remember the Monument that is no longer visible. Our Joshua built it alone at Golgotha, and it 

is covered by the waters of time. The visible Table is for the invisible Cross.

We serve the Bread and the Wine, and our children ask, "What does it mean?" We point to 

Calvary, and we say, "It means that." We return to this Table over and over, as those earlier 

people did to Gilgal. And as often as we do, what happened to them happens to us. We 

remember, and are grateful, and are strengthened, and we revere the Mighty God who loves 

us, and has acted on our behalf. We are humbled. We are repentant. We are overcome with an 

overwhelming passion to love, and serve and share with all the earth what this Monument 

means.

There are many memorials that tell of God. The Cross is greater than all of them. When Jesus 

died there, He defeated every enemy and paid for every sin. Do remember that.
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DON'T IDOLIZE THE MEMORIAL
DON'T IDOLIZE THE MEMORIAL

It is important to understand that Joshua did not fashion an idol for God's people when Jordan 

suddenly dried up at flood stage to let them cross over into the land of promise. He refers to 

the stones that were set up at Gilgal as a memorial.2  It is the same word that is used elsewhere 

in Scripture to describe a day,3  names4  music,5  words,6  and thoughts.7  In no way whatso-

ever did Joshua sculpture a thing to be venerated.

In the Kingdom of God, there are no objects that are to be worshipped. We may well have 

great respect and deep emotional feelings for any number of places and things, but nothing is 

of and by itself holy. God alone is holy. He only is worthy of worship.

All religious relics are dangerous. Regarding as sacred anything that might distract us from 

the pure adoration of the Lord borders on idolatry.

Scripture has not given us so much as a physical description of Jesus Christ (except for Isa-

iah's very general word).8  Worship "in spirit and in truth" requires no special props or scen-

ery.

The memorial stones Joshua erected are for promoting memory. Any awe or adoration they 

inspire reflects immediately backward toward the miracle working power of God--and to God 

Himself.
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